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ABSTRACT
This study investigated the covariation of critical incidents
and cardiac reponse. In additionr the atrtruracy of coaches'
perceptions of the degree to which they were stressed during
specific incidents was assessed. Five female varsity
basketball coaches in the upstat'e NEw York region agreed to be
sub jects. Each coach was fnonitored for one game. A Holter
monitor wes used to record the cardiac responses of the coaches
during the game. A record of pot'ential critical incidents atrd
the behaviors of the coachese s,lnchronized with the elapsed
time of the Holter monitorr was kept throughout the duration of
the game. Post-garne intervieuls were used to assess the
accuratry of coaches' perceived stress response. Coaches'
resting HR and submaximal exercise HR were obtained under
Iaboratory conditions after the conclusion of their s,eesons.
In generalr coaches' HR were found to increase during those
incidents they perceived as critical, Incidents causing the
greatest cardiac resPonses varied acroSs, coaches. Incidents
(e.g. r Epectacular play by their players) that pleased coaches
led to higher HR more often than negative incidents (e.9.'
miEtakes and poor execution). The grand mean of the coaches'
HR as a percentage of their submaximal exercise HR was found to
be 59%. The coaches' mean percentage of beats per min above
resting HR was found to be 48%r which is aPproximately 5?% less
than that found by Porter and AIIsen (19?A). Coaches were
found to be accurate in their percePtions of their streEs
response. For the most partr coaches had their highest HR
t-
during those incidents that they stated as most extriting and
most frustrat ing.
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Chapter 1
I NTRODUCT I ON
Pacing along the sideliDEsr the coach watches as the clock
ticks down . 5r 4t 3 The coach's team has time for
only one more shot and they must score if they are to win the
garne. The guard Pesses the ball to the center who turns and
shoots and makes the shot to win the game. For the coachr
fnoments 1i ke these may be very stressf uI . In f act r such
s i ttrat i onE rnay cause the coach's heart rate ( HR ) to i ncrease
fnore than it would during exercise (Gunnr Wolfr Blockr &
Person, tg?e). coaching is a stressful occupation and the
arnoul-tt of pressure being Placed on coaches is increasing i
especial ty at the Division I level (FarreI I I 19A6t . The
necessity to win in order to rernain employed causes, the coach
to be stressed in addition to the everyday trials and
tribulations of deai ing with athletes. Only a few studies'
howeverr have atternpted to measure the physiological effects of
psychological stress on coaches'during a game (Gazesr SoveIl' &
Delastatious t t969; Porter & Al lsen t 1978) . These studies
found that coaches' HR increase as a result of the
psychological stress induced under game conditions. Simi
results have also been found using officials and players
subjects (tronti & McClintockr 1983i Gaitr Cookr Allenr &
Duncanr 1977 i GIeimr l.Jhitmanr & Nicholasr 1981).
??
???
?
?
??
Continual exposure to stress can be very detrirnental to
2an individual's health. Great reectivity to stressful
situations is related to the developrnent of high blood
pressurer arrhlthmiasr anginar tachycardiar heart diseaser dnd
even death. This point is illustrated by high school
basketball coach Ken Long who died of a heart attack seconds
after his team won a game by one pointi the cardiac arrest was
attributed to stress (Duda' 1984).
The way a coach responds to stress is dependent upon the
fol lowing factors: (a) the conscious or unconscious evaluation
of the situationr (b) previous experiencer and '(c) formerly
developed reaction patterns (Gunn et al.r 197?1. It is IikeIy
that a coach who has been in more pressure situations would
feet less stressed than e rookie coach whose team was in their
first championship game. Similarlyr if coaches have a record
of reacting to stress in an uncontrol Iable ,nenner, the
recollection of poorly handled stressful situations rnay make
them more stressed in situations occurring at a later date.
These two factorsr however r BFp secondary to the first factor
mentioned that stated coaches respond to stress according to
their perception of stress. It would seem evident that if
peoplel consciously or unconsciouslyr do not perceive a
situation as stressfulr then they will not show signs of being
stressed . What i s one per son's stress rnay be ano ther 's
pleasure (6ait et al.r 1977). Consequentlyr it is how coaches
perceive the events of a garne and the meaning of the outcome
「）???
??and not the competitive nature of the 5pOrt that cau505 them
become stre55ed (M⊂Cafferty, 61iner, & Horvath, 1978).  If
coaches' perceptions of the degree to which they are influenced
by psychological streEs ere not congruent with realityr then
this could be potentially harrnful. Coaches who are unaware of
how they respond to stregs and the detrimental effects of
stress may overlook the necessity of stress managernent. Being
able to cope with stress is essential if individuals plan to
pursue a career in coaching and remain healthy at the sarne time
(Farrellr t9A6). Thereforer the accuracy of coaches'
perceptions of the degree to which they are stressed during
garnEls is essential.
gcope of Problem
The airn of this study was to investigate the effects of
psychological stress induced by critical events durinq a game
on cardiac responses of five female basketball coaches. This
research also examined whether there is a difference between
coaches' perceptions of the degree to which they are stressed
during critical incidents and their actual stress responses
measured as changes in HR.
The data obtained in this study wiII provide the coaches
with information about how they respond to the demands placed
on their cardiovascular system under game?conditions.
Reactions to stress h,ere rneasured by a Hol ter monitor. A
written dialogue of potential critical incidents and the time
4at which they occurred as well es the coaches'actions during
these incidents was kept throughout the entire course of the
game. Coaches' perceptions of the degree to which they were
stressed during garoes were assessed by post-garne interviews.
The HR of the coaches during the potential critical
incidents h,ere compared to their resting and submaximal
exercise HRr which were obtained in laboratory testing after
completion of the basketball season. The actruracy of the
coaches' perception of the degree to which they wpre stressed
during the game was obtained by comparing the coaches' verbal
responses to sLlch questions BSr "What incident did you find
rnost frustrating during the game?" to the cardiac response
elicited at that time es measured by the Holter monitor. If
indeed the recording from the Holter rnonitor revealed a
significantly high HR at the time specified by the coaches as
most frustratingr then the coaches' perceptions were said to be
accurate at that time.
Statement of Problem
This study investigated the covariation of critical
incidents and cardiac responses in college female varsity
basketball coaches and examined the difference between how
coaches perceived themselves to be stressed and the degree to
which they were stressed.
Hvpo theses
1. Cardiac response of the basketball coaches will
5increase relative to their pregame HR during the critical
incidents of the game.
?. Coaches' perceptions of the degree to which they are
physiological ly stressed as indicated by HR during critical
incidents as assessed by post-game interviews will be accurate.
Assumptions of Studv
This study was conducted under the following assurnptions:
1. The psychological stress being rneasured wes induced by
the game and not by other factors.
?. The subjects were not stressed during monitoring of
baseline heart rates.
3. The sub jects answered the post-garne interview
questions honestly.
Definition of Terms.
1. Critical incidents are those specific situations
during a garne that can potentiaily be stressful to the coach.
?. An electrocardiooram is a tracing that records the
electrical impulses generated by the heart via surface (skin)
electrodes.
3. Ar_th_vthmias_ are irregularities of the heart rhythm.
4. Tachycardia is a rapid heart rater spptrificallyr
greater than 1OO beats per rninute (BPM).
Del imi tat ions of Studv
1. only five varsity female college basketball coaches
were tested.
e. OnIy Holter monitoring was used to assess cardiac
resPonse.
3. OnIy the post-game interview was used to report hot^r
the coaches perceived themselves to be stressed.
Limitations of Studv
1. Results only aPPiy to female college basketball
coaches.
?. Results only apPly to HR resPonses as assessed by
Holter monitoring devices.
3. Results are Iimited to the degree that the coaches are
capable of accurately recal ling specific game incidents.
4. Results only apply to the degree to which the sample
is representative of basketball coacheE.
6
Chapter ?
REVIEI^I OF RELATED LITERATURE
This review will focus on the following areas: (a)
physiological effects of psychological stressr (b) stress in
the realm of sportsr (c) critical incidentsr (d) stress of
coaching basketbal I r and (e) surnrnary.
Phvsiolooical Effects of Psvcholooical Stress
It is important to understand the physiological mechanisms
associated with psychological stress espetrial 1y if one wishes
to evaluate how people are affected by it. Psychological
stress typicai 1y activates two phyEiological responses: (a)
stimuiation of the sympathetic nervous systeml and (b)
secretions from the adrenal glands (Lazarusr 7966). More
specificallyr stresE information from the brain tr-r*t= down
specific nerve pathways and stimulates the hypothaltsfirusr
causing the secretion of ACTH-releasing ho.rmone and activation
of the sympathetic nervous system. ACTH-releasing horrnone acts
on the anterior pituitary inducing the release of ACTH. ACTH
circulates to the adrenal cortex and tri'ggers cortisol release.
Cortisol has important effects on organi'c metabolism such as
the stimulation of protein catabol ism and ,gluconeogenesis.
trortisol also increases vascular reactivity and aIlows
norepinephrine to cause vasoconstriction. ACTH also triggers
the release of epinephrine and norepinephrine from the adrenal
medullae (LuciErFroe Vanderr & Sherman' 1983).
Stimulation of the sympathetic nervous system as a result
7
aof being stressed causes the fotlowing to happen: (a) an
increase in glycogenolysis in muscle and the livert (b) an
increase in the breakdown of adipose tissue triacylglycerides:
(c) increased cardiac contractility and HR--increased cardiac
output, (d) increased blood flow to the muscles due to
vasodilation and decreased blood flow to the viscera as a
result of vasoconstriction, (e) an increase in arousal by the
central nervous system, (f ) a decrease in skeletal muscle
fatigue and an increase in skeletal muscle contractility, (g)
an increase in ventilation; and (h) an increase in the rate of
blood clotting (Luciano et a1- r 1983t p.77?).
In shortr a stress situation results in a "fight or
flight" response in the body. The issue of corltrPrrtr however1
is what happens when stress is induced and the "fight or
flight" response is not appropriater as in the case of
coaching? This imbalance between mental and physical activity
trauses an excess of hormones and fatty acids to be left in
circulation. It is speculated that an increase in blood-fat
concentration and in cardiac output leads to the development of
atherosclerosis (Luciano et a1. r 1983) . It is also beI ieved
that large amounts of cortisol may enhance the development of
hypertension and gastric ulcers. The effects of stress have
also been assotriated with heart problems and other diseases
(Dudar 1984). Thusr the prolonged effects of streEs can
seriously infiuence an individual's health status.
Knowing the effects of stressr it is understandable for
9doctor= to encouraqe individuals with high stress jobE to
partakeinregularexercise.Exerciseprovidesthephysical
exertion necessary to utilize the excess of blood borne
hormones arrd fatty acids brought about by psychological stresE'
Physical training has been associated with improving
psychologic es wel I as physical health (Goff & Dimsdale' 1985) '
The I iterature deal ing with the psychophysiologic reactions to
p5),chosocial stressor-s yields two different results- some
e>{t:erimenters have found that, f o} }owing the termination of
stress, trained sub jects' llR wi I I return to ba=el ine f aster
than untrained sub jectE (siny.or, Golden, steinertr $
Seragarrianl lgBbi Sinyorl Schu.rartz, Peronnett Brissonr &
Seraganian 1983). Others have discov'ered that trained subjelcts
sl'row a decreesed response to stress relat ive to untt-ained
subjEcts (Holmes & Rothr 1995i HulI: Youngr & Ziegler' 1984) '
l"lore wsi-k needE to be done regarding training effects on the
reduction of stress, but these findings have been encouraging
from a health PerEPective.
Stress in the 
-Realm of SPorts
The effects of psychological stress have been observed
in a variety of athletic contexts, The monitored HR resPonsEs
of a head referee during a football game revealed that the
referee's HR was 140 BPl"1 upon meeting with the captains for the
coin toss, 15O EPM when he bler"r his whistle to begin the Qa,rPr
and l8O EPl,l during a particular penalty making decision (Cont.i
S I'lcCl irrtock, 1983) . The HR of boat racers has been Ehouvn to
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elevate aE hiqh as 183 BPM simply when starting the rece
(Johnson, 19BO). During racesr subjects' HR averaqed 168 BPM,
Footbatl and basketball coaches have developed tachycardia in
response to psychological stress induced during a game (Gazes
et EI.r 1969). Monitored changes in HR are a good indicator of
the amount of psychological and physical stress influencing arr
individual (Duda, 1984). Thereforer it is apparent that the
increases in HR described ebove are due to psychological stress
because there was little physical demand being placed on the
subjects. These findings illustrate that not only must
athletes be able to cope with stress if they are to be
successfulr but the ability to handle stress is a necessity for
coaches and officials as wel 1.
It is not 5ust those individuals assotriated with large
athletic prograrns that are vulnerable to the effects of
psychologicaI stressr noF is stress restricted to the "major
sports. " During a regular seeson gamer high school basketbal I
officials'HR were found to increase 75 to 86% of maximal HR
(Holiandr 1979). This increase was attributed to the stress
induced by running and the psychologic stress caused by having
to make spl it second cal lsr rnany of which were cri tical to the
outcome of the game. Furthermorer coElches of sttch "minor"
sports as waterpoloT cross-countryr and volleyball have
demonstrated significant increases in HR'during contests
(McCafferty et a1, r 1978).
As previously mentionedl the way coaches respond to stress
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is dependent uPon several factors: (a) their perception of the
situationr (b) previous exPeriencer tsnd (c) formerly developed
reaction patterns. This study wi I I contrern itself mainly with
the first of these three factors. In the g'ports realrn; one's
perception of stress in a particular situation is influenced by
the type of contest and the importance of the contest.
Although stress is present in all sportsr the amount of stress
indr-rced varies with the type of contest, For example: sports
that consist of fast action and contil"il changel srrch as
+
basketball and hockey: wEFE found to"bb more stressful to coach
than cross-country in which runners are not even in siqht of
the coach at aI l times (McCafferty et- al"- r t97A) .
lhe titerature has also shown that the importance of the
contest inf Iuences the amount tbf ps"ychological stress acting on
coeches and officials. In tournament gamesr the mean HR of
basketbal I off iciaIE were found to be I BPl"l higher than they
were during regular season gemes (HoIlandr 1979) - In a
preseason alumni gamel waterpolo coaches' ,nean HR were 37 BPM
higher than their normal standing HRr whi le they were 55 BPl"1
above norunal during a conference rnatch (McCafferty et ts1.r
t97B) .
Critical Incidents
Studies dealing with the stress of coachinq and
officiating have found that an increase in HR is shown when
coaches and officials view an incident as critical. For
exampler the psychological stress induced by a close game and
I?
the scoring of a critical point showed the greatest increase in
HR for vol leybal 1 officials (Gait et aI. r 1977) . The two
highest HR shown by the head referee occurred during a player
confrontation at which time his HR rose to 1BB BPM, and while
rnaking a penalty decision it rose to 1BB BPM (Conti &
Mcclintockr 1983). It shouid be noted that the most important
factor in deterrnining whether or not an incident is critical is
the affect a particular situation has on a coachr rtot
exclusively the ob5ective nature of the situation. Gazes et
al. <t969), however, discovered that fumblesr pass
interceptionEr touchdownsr missed basketsr tsnd time-out per iods
did not cause HR to rise suddenly. After the opening whistle,
coaches'HR remained elevated (mean of 63 BPI'I above resting HR)
and only minor changes in HR were observed thereafter. This
suggested that these coaches viewed the ma.iority of the gamer
incidents as equal 1y critical.
S!1-esg-. o.l Coach i nq 
_Basketb a t I
As suggested beforer basketball is one of the most
stressful sports to coach due to the number of sudden changes
and the sporadic tempo of the garne. The first study to monitor
the effects of psychologicat stress on HR of coaches during e
game h,es performed by Gazes et aI. (1969). As a result of
development in electrocardiographic monitoringr individuals carl
be rnonitored in normat Eettings while performing their daily
activities. using a radioelectrocardiographr Gazes et aI.
monitored the HR of 1? basketball and 1B football coaches.
They found that before the game HR was'as high as 15O BPM and
during the game a ,naximum of f gA Bpm was observed. It was also
discovered that some of the coaches developed occasional
premature ventricular and atrial beats. Overallr the stress of
the game caused the HR of every coach to increase. An average
increase of 4? BPM over resting HR in pregame and 63 BPt'l during
the garne was observed.
Another sttrdy that investigated the effects of
psychological stress on HR using basketbail coaches as
st.rbjects revealed findings consistent with those previously
mentioned (Porter & Ailsent 1978). In addition to the noted
increase in HR as the result of being stressed dr-rring the gamer
this study also found significant differences between the HR of
the head and assistant coaches with the head coach's HR being
consistently higher during the stressful contests. This
difference was attributed to the fact that the head coach is
the decision maker while the assistants only make suggestions.
9rerv.
This review of literature has pointed out thatr when
plared in a stressful situationr the body prepares for the
"fight or fI ight" response. The psychological stress placed on
coaches during game situations signals the body in the same
wtsy, howeverr coaches do not have a physical outlet in this
context. Thereforer in such situations an excess of hormones
and fatty acids in circulation is kn'Lwfi to develop, and this\ 
-.'has been associated with heart prodlems and disease. Not only
should coeches of "ma5or" sports be COncernedr but So should
those of "minor" 5,ports because reEearch has shown that they
too are affected by psychological stress. It has also been
found that the amount of streEs experienced by troaches is
dependent upon their Perceptions of game situationE.
Despite the agsertion that coaches' responses to streEs
are dependent upon their Perceptions of the situationr 1.1o
studies have directly assessed whether coatrhes' perception of
the degree to which they are stressed is congruent with their
actual stresE reEponse during galne situations. If coaches are
oblivious to the degree to which they are affected by
psychological stressr how can they be expected to manage it?
Self-awareness is the first step to behavior change.
Furtherrnorer previous studies concerning the effects of
psychological stress on cardiac response have only used male
subjects. These factors mentioned abover in addition to the
paucity of studies that have i,nvestigated cardiac resPonse to
psychological stress of basketbalI coachesl suQQest that
further research in this area is warranted.
|
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
In this chapterl the way the investigation was conducted
is described, This chapter diBcusses tLl selection of
subjects, (b) testing instrumentsr (c) methods of data
col lectionr (d) treatment of data; and (e) sumrnary-
Sele⊂tioコ of Subjご⊂ts
The 5ubjeCts in⊂luded five female collo9e varSity
ba5ketball ⊂oa⊂hes.  Fo「⊂onvenience, coa⊂hes in the up5tate
卜iew Yo「L re9ion were 邑5ked t●PartiEipttte.  The p「o⊂edure5 0f
the study were exPlained to thOse asked to parti⊂ipat .  Upon
a9reein9 to participate, the 5ubjeEt5 Were asked to siOn an
informed ⊂onsent form (Appendix A).  丁wo NCA  Division l and
three NCAA Division III EOaChes were tested.  Subjects were
a1lowed to withdraw from the study at any time if they 50
de51red.
Test ino Instruments
llolter rnonitor recording systern ICR 72OO was rrsed to
assess the cardiac responses of coaches during game play. The
Holter monitor enables continuous electrocardiograph (ECG)
recording to be obtainecl. Some advantages of using this device
were that the sub jects' ,novelnents were not restr icted to a
specific area andr because the monitor provided e continuous
recording, it is more likety that possible arrhythmias would be
detected. Furthermor.El the recorded tape was analyzed by e
special 'scanning device that al lowed rapid analysis. This
15
? ??????
，device enables a 24-hr tape to be analyzed in l? rnin (Cromwel
Arditti, hleibell r Pfeiffer e Steeler & Labokr t976). Pen and
paper were used to keep a running dialogue of game events and
the actions of coaches.
Surbmaximal exercise was performed on a cycle ergometer--
Jeager ER-4O. t^JhiIe exercisingr subjects'HR were assessed by
an ECG machine--l"ledical Systems 7L17. A stopwatch was usecJ to
determine elapsed exercise time and elapsed time drrring Holter
moni tor i ng .
MethOd5 0f Data Collo⊂ion
The subSects were tested and observed between January and
ApriI of 19A7. On game daysr the coaches were asked to read
and sign the informed consent form. The Holter monitor hras
placed on the coaches at a time most convenient for thernr which
was usually about t hr pregame. (Refer to Spacelabsr 1985 for
placement of the electrodes. ) As soon as the rnonitor hras in
placer the stopwatch was started so that the tirne trorresponded
with the elapsed time of the Holter recording. Throughout the
course of the gamer the coach and the action of the game was
observed. An assistant kept a record of the potential critical
incidentsr the actions of the coachr and the corresponding time
as measured by the stopwatch. After the gamer the Holter
rnonitor was removed at the coach's convenience. Each coach was
monitored once. Once the' monitor was removedr each coach was
asked a series of questions. The exact nature of some of the
questions asked depended upon the events of the gamel namelyr
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those incidents viewed by the researcher to be potentially
critical. The investigator of this study used the research of
Gait et aI.r (1977) and Conti and McClintock (1983), in
addition to consulting Iocal basketball coaches to determine
those incidents that coaches view as potential Iy critical
(e.g. r arguments with officialsr close scorel important shotsr
careleEs mi stakes ) .
The subjects' physiological testing was performed at
Ithaca Col lege's Exercise, Physiology Laboratory. Upon arrival
at the laboratoryr the subjects were asked to sit down and fill
out a medical history report (Appendix B) to determine if they
had any previous conditions that would prohibit the'ir
participation in the strrdy or hinder their exercise testing in
any wey. Fol Iowing thisr the subjects' resting pulse rates
were taken in a seated position. An assis.tant then placed
electrodes on the coaches in the preparatory roorn. The leads
extending from the electrodes were attached to the ECG machine.
Blood pressures were then taken by austrultation. Next the
subjects were asked to ride the cycle ergometer for 1? min.
Subjerts were requested to ride at a speed of 50 RPM for three
phases each lasting 3 min. The starting load was 50 watts and
it was increased to 1OO watts during the second phase and 15O
watts for phase three. The last 3-min phase of cycling was a
coo I down per iod for the sub jects r so the work load was ,ninimal
during this interval. Cardiac responses were assessed by ECG
during the first three phases.
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丁reatment of Datュ
The cardiac responses during potentially critical incidents
were determined by analyzing the recordings obtained by the
Holter monitor and matchinq them to the record of the gafne.
The mean HR during the game as well as the range of HR was
calculated for each coach. The number of BPM eaih coach's mean
game was above her Iaboratory resting HR was also calculated.
The mean HR during the last eO s of the third phase of exercise
( load = 15O watts) was used as, the submaximal HR. Maxirnum HR
for each during the game as a percentage of submaximal exercise
HR was assessed. In additionr troeches' mean game HR as a
percentage above both their Eubmaximal and rebting HR were
determ i ned .
The mean HR of coaches exculsively during time-outs (TO)t
positive incidents (PI ), negative incidents (NI ), and vocal
incidents (VI ) rdas assessed. PI were those incidents in which
something favorable happened to the troach's team during the
course of play. For instancer a spectacular pessr a well
executed playr and an extraordinary effort were considered PI.
NI included performance errors such as missed assignmentsr
turnoversr and commiting "dumb" fouls. Any time the coaches
yelledr whether it was at the official to question a call or at
their players in frustration or for instructional purposesr
this was considered a VI. Each incident was assigned to only
one category. A grand mean HR for alI the coaches was obtained
for each of the four incident categories.
L9
The accuracy of the coaches' perceptions of the degree to
which they were stressed during the game was asseEsed by
matching those incidents that the coaches recalled as stressful
to their recorded HR during the incidents.
Summarv
The cardiac responses of five female varsity basketball
coaches were monitored during a game and under laboratory
conditions. Comparisons of the cardiac responses el icited jn
each condtion were made.
A chronologicai record of potentially critical incidents
dur i ng the games and the coaches' ac t i ons dr-rr i ng these
incidents was kept. The recordings of the Holter monitor were
rnatched with the times of the recorded incidents: thus ai iowing
the cardiac response during each incident to be revealed.
Coaches' respones to post-garne interview questions were used to
determine whether the degree to which coaches perceived
themselves to be stressed was etrcurate.
Chapter 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
This chapter is divided into three sections: individual
analysis, group analysisr tsnd sumfnary. In the section entitled
individual analysisr the data obtained from each coach will be
examined separately. The group analysis will focus on the data
collectively and make cornparisons ecross sub5ects,
Individual Analvsis
The mean HR of each coach during the game was assessed and
can be seen in Table 1. Table I also contains the number of
BPM that the coaches' mean game HR was above their resting HRr
the mean and highest HR of each coach during the garne as a
percentage of the submaximal exercise HRr tsnd coaches' mean
game HR as a percentage above their resting HR'
The mean HR during TOr PIr NIr and vI was calculated
separately for each coach (Figure 1). The accuracy of the
coaches' responses of the degree-to which thdy were stressed
during the game was assessed by matching the time of the
incidents that the coach stated as most stressful to the
corresponding HR as rneasured by the HoIter monitor.
Sub iect 1
Her mean HR during the game was 8B BPM with a range of 7?-
IOO BPM. Fifteen min prior to game time her HR was BB BPM.
Submaximal exerciser under laboratory conditionsr FPSUlted in
the coatrh's HR climbing to 14e BPM which was 90 BPM over her
resting pulse taken before exercising.
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Table 1
Qomparison of Hiohest Garne HR and Mean Game HR to HR Obtained_
Under Laboratory Conditions
Sub ie⊂t
2345
Grand M
M HR during game
M HR during geme es a 'A
of submaximal exercise HR
Max. HR of game as a '/,
of submaxirnal exercise HR
88 81 119  115  101
62 55 48 66 64     59
70 59 86    8072
36 25 20 25 47
69 44 30 27 69 48
84
64
‖ of BPM M
restin9 HR
HR above
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M game HR ae a % above
rest i ng HR
H eart Bate
B PM.
92Sub iect 1
Sub.iect 2
Sub iect 3
Sub iect 4
90
86
82
80
78
9l
89
87
85
83
122
t20
r t8
It6
t t4
Sub iect 5 t2
121
tl9
I l7
It5
It3
Fioure 1 . HR profi les dur inc cr i t ical
NI = negative incidentsr PI = positive
outsr VI = vocal incidents.
i nc i dents.
incidentsr TO = time-
:
?3
The incident chosen by this subject as most frustrating
was, when the referee neglected to call a foul on the opposition
for "coming over the back. " The coach's HR at this tirne was
its highest at lOO BPM. The most satisfyinq incident for this
coach was a series of meticulous pesses that resulted in a
three-point play at which time her HR rose to 98 BPM. This was
the second highest recorded HR. t^ihen asked how nervous she was
at the start of the gamer the coach respondedr "f didn't see
the opening tip because I was so nervous." At the opening tip,
her HR was 9? BPM' her fifth highest recording- After the
gamer the coach's HR ranged from 84 to 1OO BPM while she was
being interviewed and then dropped to 56 BPM after 1.5 hr.
Sub iect 2
Subject ? a mean HR during the game that was Bl BPM with a
high of 96 BPM and a low of 70 BPM. Her HR 5 min before garne
time was 84 BPt4. During laboratory testing her HR rose from a
resting pulse of 56 BPM to a submaximal exercise rate of 149
BPM.
During half-timer the coach's HR rose to its highest level
aB it reached 96 BPM. A questionable call by the official
resulted in the coach's second highest HRr 9e BPM. in addition
to the opening tipr the coach's HR was found to increase to BB
BPM during two turnovers and a missed lay-up.
Subject 2 stated that she was anxious at the start of the
garne at which time her HR was BB BPM' her third highest HR
during the game. The coach's most exciting incident came when
?4
her team was Pressing and stole the ball' The play ended with
a spectacular pass and a basket. This incident caused her HR to
reach 84 BPIVI r fourth highest. The coach stated that her team's
inabi t i ty to execute their offense with 9 min lef t in the garne
was the most frustrating incident of the game. At this timer
the coach's HR was found to be 75 BPM. Following the gamer the
coach,s HR remained around Bo BPM untit the monitor was
removed.
Sub.iect 3
The coach,s mean HR during the garne was 84 BPI'1 . Her HR
ranged from 7?-to4 BPM. Ten min before the gamer the coach's
sitting HR r.9a5 recorded at BO BPM. In the laboratoryr a resting
pulse of 64 BPM and a submaxirnal exercise HR of 175 were
obtained.
t,lhen asked which incident rdes most excitingt the coach did
not point out a particular incident but stated that her team's
dominance in the first half wes roost exciting. At the end of
the first halfr the coach's HR was its highest at 1o4 BPM. The
opposing team,5 comeback in the last 3 min of the game was
cited by the coach as the most frustrating incident during
t^rhich her HR rose to 96 BPM on two separate occasions. The
first trame during a time out by the opposing team after the
subject's team had committed e foul and turned the ball over
twice. Towards the end of the gamer"with the score much
closerr the coach's HR again 5umped to 96 BPM when her team
turned over the ball, The coach's second highest HR (1OO BPM)
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otrcurred et the start of the garne during the iumP ball. After
the gtsrTrgr during e span of 3O minr the coach's HR dropped from
84 to 76 BPM.
Sub iec t 4
This coach's mean HR was found to be 119 EPM- Her HR
ranged from 156 to 1OO BPM during the garne. Ten min prior to
the start of the gamer the coach's HR was lle BPM. The restinq
pulse and the submeximal exercise HR obtained in the laboratory
Here found to be 90 and 181 BPM; respectively-
During that incident described as most frustrating for
this coachr her HR climbed to 156 BPl"l. At this pointr the
coach was standing up and yeiIing to her players to "get the
ba1l." According to the coachr the most spectacular incident
wa5, a wetl executed play that led to a critical basket and
caused her HR to rise to 13e BPM. The data revealed that there
were two other exciting incidents that led to Iarge increases
in HR. f.Jhen the opposing team's lead h,as cut to five pointsl
the coach's HR rose to 14O BPl4r tsnd a HR of 148 was reached
when one of the coach's players stole the ball and scored.
When asked, "At what point did you feel the game was out
of reatrh?"r the coach respondedr "At the 1O-point merk-" The
recording showed a considerable decrease in HR from 136 to 11e
BPM at this time. The HR remained in this vicinity for the
Iast 9 min of the game.
Two other high HR were recorded. A reading of 144 BPM was
obtained when the coach was yelling because she was upset with
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her tean's performance.  During a time out called by the
opponent, the ⊂oach's HR was 142 BPM.  After the 9畠me, the
⊂OaCh'5 HR 5tayed at or around l18 BPM for 15 min at whi⊂h time
the monltor wa5 remOVed.
Sub ieEt 巨
Her hi9hest HR was 144 BPM and her lowest wa5 92 BPM. The
EDa⊂h'5 mean HR during the 9ame was l15 BPM.  A restin9 pu150
of 56 BPM and a submaximal HR of 179 wa5 0b5erVed durin9
laboratory testing.  丁en min before the start of the 9ame, the
COa⊂h'5 HR wa5 92 BPM.  Durin9 the openin9 tip, the ⊂oa⊂h'5 HR
elevated to l16 BPM.  Thi5 COaCh 5tated that it was the
referees who frustrated her mo5t be⊂ause they were not
controlling the 9ame.  Durin9 one disa9reement with a referee,
her HR reached 144 BPM.  因hen a5ked tO describe her feelin95
re9己rding a serie5 0f COnsecutive turnover ⊂ommitted by her
team early in the 9ame, the ⊂oaEh Stated that the team had been
::down'1 lately and that she was tryin6、ミ、｀control her emotion5.
Overtly, the turnovers did ■ot seem to.、■rustrate the coach,
ho"ever, her HR jumped to 140 BPM during that serie5 0f
turnover s .
The team's corneback in the second half was that incident
chosen as most exciting. The coach's HR remained at l?4 BPM
throughout most of the duration of the comeback. Two other
incidents during which the coach showed excitementr but were
not discussed in the interviewr were when one of her players
took a charge ( 136 BPM) and when another player made a jump
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shot (132 BPM).  After the 9ame, the ⊂oa⊂h'5 HR flu⊂tuat d
51ightly around l16 BPM and then gradually dropped to 76 BPM
after 57 min.
Group AnalyE is
Generally, the greatest cardiac responses occurred during
those incidents the coaches stated as critical. No arrhythmias
were detected for eny of the coaches during the games or while
exercising.
Disgust with an official led to the highest HR for two of
the five coaches and it resulted in the second and fourth
highest HR for two other coaches. One coach's highest HR came
at the end of the first-half whi Ie another coach had her
highest HR during half-time.
Four of five coaches had one of their toP five cardiac
responses during time-outs. Two of the four time-outs that Ied
to these responses were cal led by the opposing team. During
the opening tipr a HR in the top four was found for three of
the coaches. In additionr four of the coaches had at least two
PI each that were among the highest five HR. For two of these
coachesr these incidents resulted in their second highest HR,
The overall mean for the grouped incidents (i.e.r GPI'
GNI 
' 
GTO' and GVI ) revealed that GPI led to the highest mean
HR--110 BPII, The mean HR for all the coaches during the game
wes found to be lOl BPM (Figure E). GTO mean HR was 2 BPM
greater than the game grand rnean. GVI mean HR equal led the
garne grand mean while GNI mean HR was 4 BPM less than the garne
?a
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Fioure P. Grand means for incident catpgories."
GNI = Grand rnean for negat ive incid'entsr GPI = Grand mean f or
positive incidentsr GTO = grand ,=.t during time-outsr GVI =
Grand mean for vocat i.,clA*ntsr GM = overall rnean HR.
?9
grand mean. After the gamesr the HR of al I the coaches
remained at the level recorded at the end of the garne for at
least 15 min. one coach's HR rernained elevated for over an hr
after the game.
9ummary
The mean HR for each coach during the garne as well as a
grand game mean for all the coaches was determined. The fnean
HR during critical incident=, grouped into four categories'
including PIr NIr TOr and VIr was also obtained for each coach
and then across all five coaches, HR recorded during the games
were computed as a percentage above resting HR and a percentage
of subrnaximal exercise HR. The HR during the incidents
specified by the coaches as, critical Here assessed by matching
the time of the incidents according to the chronological record
to the corresponding time on the recording of the Holter
rnon i tor .
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Thesignificanceofthisstudy,Sfindingswillbe
discussed in this chapter. More specificallyr the effects of
the critical incidentsr relative to their groupings ( i.e. I NI '
vI I TOr and PI ), on cardiac response and the accuracy of the
coaches' perceptions of their stress responses will be
analyzed.
Critical Incidents
NJ
The lowest rnean HR for four of five coaches occurred
during NI. sub5ect ? was the only coach whose mean NI HR h,as
not lowest. In factr NI yieided the highest mean HR for this
subject. It should be:noted; howeverr that this subject had
the smallest range of HR during the game. The difference
between this subject's greatest and lowest mean HR for the four
categories of incidents was only 4 BPM. In additiorrr her fnean
HR for the entire garne was less than for the other four
coaches.
The rnean GNI HR was lower than al I the other grouped mean
HR. It is possible that these findings reflect.the coaches'
abilities to accePt turnovers and careless fouls'aE part of the
game. If coaches were to get extremely upset every time their
team turned over the bal l or torl'jt' not only would they be
continually stressedr which could have detrimental effects on
their healthr but it would also affect their performance as
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coaches. NI that occurred during close games elicited greater
cardiac res,ponses than those occurring when the outcorne was"
evident. For example, Subject 4 had e mean HR of 112 BPM for
the first 11 NIr but when the score became close a line
violation and a missed lay-up caused her HR to jufnP to laB BPM
and 136 BPMr respectively,
YI
The data shows that VI regulted in extremes of cardiac
responses atrross subjects. The cardiac responses of Subjects
1r ? and 3 during Vi were minimal. Sub ject t had a rnean VI HR
that was 1 BPM less than her rnean game HR. Sub ject ? and
Subject 3 had mean VI HR that were Equal to their mean game HR.
Converselyr the rnean VI HR of SubSect 4 was 4 BPM above her
mean game HR. The mean VI HR of Subject 5 exceeded her rnean
game HR by 9 BPM. To further illustrate the magnitude of the
differentres between the cardiac responses of Coaches l; ?t and
3 to VI and those resPonseg observed for Coaches 4 and 5r it
would be heipful to look at the mean VI HR in relation to.each
subjects'pregame HR. The mean VI HR for Subjects l and 2 urere
1 BPM less than their pregarne HR. A rnean Vi HR 4 BPM greater
than her pregame HR was found for Subject 3. Sub5ect 4,
however, had a mean VI HR that was 11 BPM above her pregame HR.
Subject 5 had a mean VI HR that was 3e BPM greater than her
pregame HR. The large differences in cardiac response to VI
between coaches may be indicative of differences in
personal i ty. The data rnay be i 1 lustrat ing some coaches'
3a
inabi I ities to control their emotions when disappointed by the
officials and their players during pressure situations. It
could be that subjects do not always respond to the officials
and their players in the manner that they demonstrated when
monitoredr but rather their reactions depend uPon sPetrific
incidents during the game and vary frorn one game to the next-
Tu
As reported in the preceding chapterr four coaches had or"te
of their five highest HR during TO. It is not surprising that
coaches' HR increased during TO that they called following
discouraging piay by their own teams. Ai I of the coaches
called TO for this reason and all but one had HR considerably
higher than their fnean game HR during these TO. tJhat is rnore
interesting is that two of the coaches consistently exhibitecl
higher HR during TO called by the opPosition. Perhaps; not
having cal1e,d the TO themselvesr they were not sure what the'r'
were going to say to their Players and this causPd them to be
stressed. If they had caIleb the TO themselvesr then chences
are that they cal led it for a reason--to ,convey a rnessege to
their athletes. The team of the one*coach (Subject ?) who had
a mean TO HR that was less than her mean game HR dominated
their opponent for the entire game. This is likety the reason
for her relatively low HR during'TO as t^rel1 as during the
ent i re garne .
Pi
Pi of ten caused sharp rises in coaches' HR. Examirring
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eetrh coach,s five highest HR reveals that PI resulted in HR in
the top five rnore tirnes than any other incident category.
Across all coachesr PI occurred in the top five HR 10 times
withonlyonecoachnothavinganyPlresultinginaHRamong
her highest five. The other three grouPE of incidents resulted
in 9 (NI ), ? (VI ), and 4 (TO) HR in the toP f ive. This f inding
becomes more significant when the numbers of each incident are
taken into accounti there were rnany rnore NI than there were PI
for each coach during the garnes'
ThemeanGPlwasfoundtobelloBPMwhichwasTl9,arrd
13 BPM greater than GTo, GVIr and GNI' in order. These data
suggest that not only are coaches stressed by NIr but PI also
put the cardiovascular system under great stress. Perhapsr
coaches should not only be concerned with controiling therr
temper but also their elation. Limited research on the
potential harmful effects (e.g. r high blood Preesure' ar-tgir'lat
tachycardiar heart diSease) of continual exposure to exciternent
is available. It shouid be noted that the body cannot
differentiate between a stress response elicited by excitement
or pleasure from one eticited by fear or anger (K}einke, 1978)'
Ac⊂uracy of COa⊂he5' PerCeption5
OveraIlr the coaches' perceptions of the deqree to which
they were stressed were accurate. This finding is significant
because only if coaches' perceptions of their stress response
is accurate can they be expected to manage it. Three coaches
were able to choose the incidents that caused their highest HR.
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Subject 1 was refnarkably accurate with her Perceptions havinQ
cho5en ihcidents yielding the firstr sECond and fourth highest
f
HR. Subject 3 was able to determine those incidents that led
to her first and third highest HR. AII the coaches were able
to accurately recal1 at least one incident that resulted in one
of theirl four highest HR. The open-ended nature of the post-
garne interview allowed for a. variabitity of responses. The HR
during al1 the incidents viewed by the coaches as critical wer-e
found to'be markediy above their rnean game HR. The one
extreption was that incident chosen by Subject 2 es most
frustrating during which a HR 5 EPM below her rnean Qame HR was
observedl, It is possible that this troatrh may respond to stress
I
tin ways other than an increase in HR. Other Possible
physiological manifestations of stress are an upset stornach,
perEpirationr or confusion. The exact physioiogic response
elicited is dependent upon the individual. The only
physiologic response measured in this study was HR. Thereforer
the stress response elicited by Subject 2 may have gone
undetected, This subject's highest HR was found during half-
time. Sub5ects were not asked about their feelings during
half-time. Subject 5 said that she waE holding in her
frustration during turnovers. This ied to HR aE high as 14O
BPM. This suggests thatr for heaith reasonsr it rnay be better
j
to let your frustrations out.
The post-garne interview questions were directed tor^rard
those incidents that the investigator viewed as potentiai 1y
5J
l-db LU⊂riti⊂all  Durino the 口ame, the autho「could onlv surmise
|
w卜li⊂h indidents the ⊂oa⊂he5 would perceive as ⊂riti⊂al.  丁he
acctJracy of the ⊂ aEheS' perception5 0f the de9ree to whiEh
they were stre5Sed durin9 the game rlot only depended upon t「le
coa⊂「le5フ abilities to re⊂all the event5 0f the 9ame but a150
tile writさ'5 interpretation5 0f the an5Wer5 9iVen・ 丁he
5UしjeCIt51Were not a5ked tO tell what their HR wa5 durin9
5peCifi⊂ in⊂ident5 (i.e. 9ive a⊂ tual BPM)but to de5⊂ribe theil―
feeli r195。
If fUrther research supports the findin95 0f t「li3 Study,
nam●ly that ⊂o邑che5' per⊂eption5 0f the de9ree to whi⊂ th y
are stl―essed are a⊂⊂urate, a)■d that PI ⊂an ⊂8u5e 9「eater
cardia⊂ resPonse to 5t「P55 than NI, then the errlphasi5 should bL―
Pla⊂ed o■ ⊂oPin9 me⊂hanism5 fO「 5tre55 management.  On⊂e
⊂oar_hes are aware of the incidents that are lil(ely to Plicit
the 9「eat.est ⊂ardia⊂ response5, then they mu5t learn to cont「ol
their 5treSS resPonse to these in⊂ident5 Whether ne9ativo o「
P051tiヽ′e.
Cornp,arisons to Other Studies
Two coatrhesr at the time of the opening tipr recorded llR
that hrere for one coach her second highest game HR and: for the
other, hei fourth highest HR. During the opening tipr four of
five coaches showed an elevation in HR from their pregame HR.
The increases in HR Nere of rnagnitudes ?4 BPI'I and eO BPl"l and
the other two coaches both showed an increase of ? BPtl. This
rise irr HR is similar to that found by Conti & McClintock
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(19El3), who observed that an official's HR elevated to 150 BPII
upon blofring his whistle to begin a gafne. The elevation of HR
at the start of a Barne is most likety due to coaches'
exciternent and anticipations of the events to come. The meatl
nurnber of BPtl the troaches' average game HR were above their
rest ing Fin was 31. This is congiderably less than the 53 BPM
reported, by Gazes et aI . ( 1969) . l"taIe head basketbai 1 coaches
tested by Porter and AlIsen <t97A) t^rere found to have a rnean
percenta{e of 99.6 BPM above their resting HR as compared to
the 48% found in this study. These differences could be
attributed to genderr fitness Ievel, and emphasis Placed on the
sport. More specifical Iyr gender differences in stress
iresponses rnay merely ref Iect anatomical I physiological r and
psycholoiical differences that exiEt between merr and wornen, It
is possible thatr ort the averaBPr the coaches of this study
were fnore aerobical Iy f it than those tested by Porter and
AIlsen (197E ). It is still speculative whether high aerobic
fitness reduces cardiac resPonse to stress. Generaily'
coaching women's basketbal l rnay be less stressf ul than coaching
rnen's basketbal l at the col legiate Ievel. tnlomen's basketbat I
garnes tend to draw fewer fans and receive less media coverage
than do the men's gamesr thus creating a less stressful
atmosphere.
On t'h* 
"r*raeer 
coaches' game HR were 59% of their
subrnaximal HR with the percentages ranging from 48 to 66. The
mean of t'he coaches highest HR were found to be 7?% of
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submaxirnel exercise HR. These findings show that the coaches'
HR during games did not exceed their HR durinq submaximal
exerc i se.. Thus r the i ncreases in HR observed dur i ng games were
moderatei frttherrnorer these f inding suggest that not aI I
coatrhes pre over stressed or that some coatrhes are able to trope
with therstress of coaching.
IThe'results of this study support the findings of Gait et
a1. (tg7") and Conti and McClintock (1983)r who each found that
critical inciderrts led to increases in HR. For examplel in
this study a rise in HR was observed during trIose QsInPSe
specif ic.argufnents with t-efereesr alrd during spectacular plays.
Gazes etia1., however; discovered that critical incidents
resultediin onlv minor changes in HR. They reported that
durinq garnes troaches'HR averaged 53 BPM above their resting HR
as compared to the 31 BPl4 found in this study. Only slicht
increases i n HR dur inq cr i t ical inc idents wou ld be expected if
sub jects' mean garne HR were already 6Ievated to such a cJegree.
Those incidents perceived as critical r howeverr varied atrross
coaches. Although the coaches did view similar incidents as
criticalj by no means were their cardiac responses to these
incidents identical . As pointed out earl ier, coaches: I ike ai I
peopler l-iave different personalities. Thereforer it is not
surprising that coatrhes react to similar situations in
different ways. It seems iikeiy that alI coachesr at one time
or another r view the same incident as critical 
' 
but they rnay
differ in the fact that it takes a different combination of
3B
precedinb events to trigger
incident. Some coaches are
1
angered than other coaches.
a significant reaction to an
5ust more patient and less easilY
Summarv
Examination of the rnean HR of each coach during PI 
' 
NI,
TOr and VI reveals that the degree to which coaches are
stressedr dur ing these inc idents varied across inc idents and
I
coaches. This suggests that every coach has a unique stress
Iprof i le.l Certain incidents seern to have a great inf Iuence on
sorne coaches white other coatrhes demonstrated less stress in
simi lar situations. For instancel during Pi Subject 2 had a
mean HR that was 4 BPM lower than her pregame HR urhet-eas
ISubject 5 had a mean PI HR that was 2B BPM above her Preqarne
HR. The'data clearly i 1lustrate the diversity of itrciderrts
res,ulting in the Areatest cardiac responses,. Subject t had her
highest mean HR dr-rring Pi. The greatest rnean HR for Sub jects ?
and 3 were during Ni and TOr resPectively. Sub.iects 4 and 5
both exhibited their highest rneat=l HR during VI.
Coaches were ab 1e to recal I specific inc idents that caused
significJnt increases in cardiac response. Despite the
Iimitations of the technique used to deterrnine the actruracy of
the coaches' pertreptions of their stress rpsponsesr it seems
that coaches are aware of those incidents that frustrate them
t\
as well J= those in which they find the most satisifaction.
Chapter 6
sut,lt4ARYr' COI\]CLUSIONS, AND RECOI'IPIENDATlONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Summarv
Thisstudyinvestigatedtheeffectsofpsychological
stress induced by cr-itical incidents on the cardiac resPol.]seg
of five female col lege varsity basketbal I coaches. In addition
to determining the incidents coaches Perceived as critical I the
aim of tHis study was to assess r^lhether or not the coaches were
alile to accurateLv recal l the extent to which the'v !{ere
affe.cted ]by these incidents.
A Hol Iter nronitor wa5 used to aEsess the coaches' HR dr-rriIrQ
the qa(ne.l Tne actruracy of the coaches' perceptions of the
deqree to wh ich they Nere stressed dur i rrg the garne was
determjrrerJ b,y a post-game interview'
Descriptive statistics were used for data analysis.
Coaches' lcardiac resPonses l^)ere analyzed both individual 1y and
cr-rI lertirlety. The mean HR for each coach during the qarne wa=
assessed. lhe mean HR dur ing NI , \'I r TOr and PI hrere also
calculated. For comparisonr Each subject's resting pulse atrd
submaximJi HR h,ere obtained during a Iaboratory test that was
per-formed after the conclusion of each coach's season.
Coaihes were found to vary in their cardiac responses to
cr- i t ical inc idents. The GNI r^las Iower than the grand rnealrs f ol-
the other three incident categories and the GPt was the
highest., Incidents in each of four cateqories led to HR
that 
^etd amone the coaches' highest cardiac resPonses-
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Coache= tsere able to recal I t.hose inc idents that caused sharp
increases in their HR.
Con⊂lusion5
1.  Criti⊂al in⊂idents led tO an increase in HR for all
⊂OaChe5.
|
2. IE∨en when coa⊂hes perござive the same type of in⊂■dents
as cl―itical, the stre55 reSpO■」  eli⊂ted by theSe in⊂id nt5
varles f+om cOach to ⊂Oa⊂h.
3. 1n addition to the coatrheE' personel ity comPositionsr
the importance of the game, the closeness of the scor€I and t'he
coarhes' experienceE with simi Iar situations are Iikely to
influenc| their perceptions of critical incidents and, hence,
Ittieir c3rdiac reqponses during these incidentE.
4. PI often el icit cardiac responses greater than N1 I
TO, and VI. This raises the question as to whether over-
I
exciternent can have harmf uI effects srmi lar to continual
exposul-e to stress induced by worrlr fear' or anger.
5, Relative to the other incident categories studiedr hlI
do not caLrse significant increases in HR, suggesting that
coatrheE expect their athletes to make Eorne errors. Coaches dot
ihor^re'ver, 'became more streEsed af ter a series of NI r especial Iy
dr rr i nq . i o=* garnPs .
6. TO, no matter which coach cal ls thern' are 1ikely to
carJse an increase in HR unless a coach's team has a comrnandinq
lead or is too far behind to make a comeback.
7. ,Coaches tend to show an increase in HR at the Etart of
qt
a qarn€. 
,
iEl. iCoaches" perceptions of their stress responses to
cr i tical incidents are tsccurate. This finding is encouraging
becaurse only if coaches are aware of their stress level cal-r
they be exPected to manage it'
flecommendations for Further Studv
Iflweretorepeatthisstudyllwou}dmonitorthe
coaches of both teams. This utbuld enable the comparison of
each coach,s cardiac reEponse fbr eny given i'ncident at any
time duriinq the qame. It would also be helpful to videobape
i
the beh"rjiors of each coach as well as the action of the gamE'
I
The vjdedtaping Ehould also include recording the coacheE'
verbaJ dialoqrres. This procedu.rre would eliminate the
c,ifficultyoftryingtorecordthecoaches'actionsand
SPeCr.rlatingtowhatthecoachisreacting.Recordingthe
coac: hes, ,verbal dialogues wi 11 also assist in interpreting
their actions,
FurtherrnorPr the videotaped game could be used in the
post -garne interview to hel p the coach recal I spec if ic inc idents
drrring the garne. Although more time consurning' refer-ring tc.r
the videotape during a post-game interview would eliminate the
confu=ion as to the incident in question and the context in
which the incident octrurred. Even fnore benef icial would be to
have troache5 u5,e the videotape to assess their feel ings
thr r:uqhout an ent i re 9ame.
F{il alternative to a post-garne interview would be to ha^''e
4?
coaches state the incidents that they find most frustratingr
irritatingr excitingr afid enjoyable before being monitored
during e game. Comparis,ons between those incidents stated by
the coach as criticat and trardiac response could then be made-
Further reseerch investigating potential harmful effects
of the continual exposure to pleasurable events is also
encouraged. More research comparing NI and PI is also in
order. It should be determined whether the ma5ority of coaches
react to PI incidents with an equal or greater cardiac response
than other incidentsr as discovered in this study.
i'.'
t
Appendix A
INFORI"IED CONSENT FORT'I
1. a) luroose ollhe- studv. To investigate the cardiac responses
of basketbatf-coacnes to psychologicdl stress induced during game
situations.
b) Eeng.flt_g.. This data will provide information about how
coaches' cardiovascular systems respbnd to the emotional demands of
game situations. It rnay also provide valuable information reqarding
the stress placed upon the individual due to coaching and may lend
insight into how to minimize thiE atreEe.
?- ueSrrod-. You will be required to fill out a medical history
repoFl-fror to physiological testing. Before being testedr a heart
rate monitoring device will be Placed on you by the investigators.your heart rate will be nronitored while standing and pacing back and
forth for a few minutes. To determine physical work capacityr you
witl be required to ride on an exercise bike at the rate of 50
revolutions per minute for 6 to 1O minutes. The entire testing will
take less than I hour. In additionr you will be monitored durinq
one basketbal I gafne. The Ho I ter moni tor wi t I be P I aced on you 1
hour prior to the game and will be removed after the game at your
convenlElntre. The Holter monitor is an unobtrusive device that will
not interfere with your game coaching. After the monitor is
rernovedr you will be asked some questions concerning your team'E,
performance. This witl take less than 5 minutes'
3. !ill this hurt? No psychological risks are evident. Of couI-SErthere is atwaii some risk involved when exercising. This risk will
be minimized through proper supervision and exercising at a light
work load. Blood pressure will also be monitored throuqhout the
exercise period.
4. Nesrd more information? Additional information can be obtained
from the investigatorsl Jerry Rickrode and Greg Petrosky (e7e-55e5) -
Dr. Fisher <e74-3lL?' and Dr. Sforzo (e74-3359) may also be
contacted for questions. All questions are welcome and will be
answered.
6.  Will th● databe maintained in confiden⊂e?  nll data will be
confidential. Once data ere trollectedr names of subjects will be
eliminated. You rnay see the general results of the study and your
own results upon request.
5. tJithdrawat--f-ro.O-!-[g. studv. Participation is voluntary.
free to withdraw your consent and discontinue at any time.
I have read the above and I understand i ts contents and Iparticipate in the study. I acknowledge that I am lB years
or older
ψ
You are
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S i gnature Date
瘍
Appen`」,ン lJ
MEDlCAL HISlCliマV P[PO腱T‐
lhe Evaluation Proccr.、
NAME                            ハ(3[   :〕[X         DATE
CHECK 】F VES
PAST HlsTORY FAM】LY HISTO「ぞV
(ln the past have you Have any blooc, relatives (Have you rec€'ntly
ever hacl? ) had? (parents. sister 
' 
etc. ) had? )
Rheumatic Fever ( ) Heart Attacks ( ) Chest Pain
5
( )( ) Heart Operations ( ) Shortness of Breath ( )
Hiqh Blood Pressure ( ) Heart Palpitations ( )
Hear t l"'lurmur
Heart Trouble:
VaricoseVeins ( ) Other
Lung Disease ( )
Injuries to back ( )
kneesr ankles ( )
Rhythm Abnormalitir=s( ) High Cholesterol ()Lightheadedness()
Disease of Arteries ( ) Congenital Heart Disease ( ) Cough on Exertion ( )( ) Coughing up Blood ( )
Back Pain
Arthritis
〈 )
( )
Ep i lepsy
D i abetes
( )
( )
Swol len Legs ( )
Use more than one
pillow for sleep ( )
Awaken short of
breath ( )
Loss of
consciousness ( )
Stroke/Heart nttack  ( )
Ho" lon9 a9o?
Operatio n5
因hat kind?
Other                く )
If other is checked explain here:
( )
RISK FACTORS
Ves   No
l.  Smokin9-―Do you smoke? ( )   ( )Ouit く )
.If quit, how many did you used
Cigarettes ( ) How long have you been to smoke a day?
Cigars ( ) srnoking?
Pipe ( ) How many do vou smoke For how many years did you smoke?
a day?
?. Have you gained ( ) or lost ( ) weight in the last two rnonths?
Ves       No       Ho" much?
3. Do you presently engage in physical activity? For example: (Bowlingr Tennis
and Gardenin9)  ves_______No
"hat kind?
How often?q. How far do you walk each day? Approximately--l-? rni les_ (mi ld Activity)
3-.{ ,ni les (f.loderate Activi ty) More (Heavy Activity)
5. Is your occupation--Sedentary ( ), Inactive ( ), Heavy tlork ( )
Explain your occupat ion:
6. Do you have discomfort, shortness of breathr or pain with exercise?Yes-No-
lf |€9r what type of exercise:?- Are you taking any medicat.ions: yes_No
I f yes , name the rned i ca t i ons :
。 F「Om "i150n (1981)。
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